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Jet impingement cooling applications often involve rough surfaces, yet few studies
have examined the role of wall roughness. Surface protrusions can pierce the thermal
sublayer in the stagnation region and increase the heat transfer. In this paper, the
effect of surface roughness on the stagnation-point heat transfer of an impinging
unsubmerged liquid jet is investigated. Experiments were performed in which a fully
developed turbulent water jet struck a uniformly heated rough surface. Heat transfer
measurements were made for jets of diameters 4.4-9.0 mm over a Reynolds number
range of 20,000-84,000. The Prandtl number was held nearly constant at 8.2-9.1.
Results are presented for nine well-characterized rough surfaces with root-meansquare average roughness heights ranging from 4.7 to 28.2 fim. Measured values of
the local Nusselt number for the rough plates are compared with those for a smooth
wall, and increases of as much as 50 percent are observed. Heat transfer in the
stagnation zone is scaled with Reynolds number and a roughness parameter. For a
given roughness height and jet diameter, the minimum Reynolds number required
to increase heat transfer above that of a smooth plate is established. A correlation
for smooth wall heat transfer is also given.

Introduction
Liquid jet impingement is an effective method for cooling
surfaces owing to the high heat transfer coefficient produced.
Among its industrial applications are the hardening and
quenching of metals, tempering of glass, and cooling of turbine
blades and electronic components. The surface roughness of
these materials can play a significant role in the heat transfer,
and thus should not be neglected. Hot rolled steel has an
average roughness height of 12.5-25 fim (Kalpakjian, 1985)
while gas turbine blades can have roughness protrusions ranging from 1.5 to 11 /iin (Taylor, 1990). Wall roughness on the
order of only a few microns in height, as for the cases mentioned, can significantly increase the heat transfer by disrupting
the thin thermal boundary layer at the stagnation point. Relatively low levels of surface roughness may be expected to be
influential, since, for example, this boundary layer can be on
the order of 10 ^im thick for a typical cold water jet. Although
numerous investigations of the fluid flow and heat transfer
beneath an impinging jet can be found in the literature, the
effect of wall roughness has received little or no attention.
One of the few studies of impingement heat transfer to rough
surfaces is that of Sullivan et al. (1992) who investigated the
use of extended surfaces to augment heat transfer for the
cooling of electronic chips. Submerged FC-77 jets of various
diameters were used to cool one smooth and two roughened
spreader plates attached to simulated electronic circuit chips.
The two roughness types investigated were sawcut and dimpled
patterns, with roughnesses of 0.30 mm and 0.10-0.30 mm,
respectively. Their results cover the full range of smooth to
fully rough flow, in which fully rough conditions were assumed
to be achieved when the heat transfer reached the same rate
of decrease with flow rate as for the smooth surface, following
a sharp departure from smooth wall behavior at a lower flow
rate. A unit thermal resistance, which accounted for conduction through the plate as well as convection at the surface, was
shown to decrease by as much as 60 percent when the plates
were roughened.
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The present study concentrates on rough-wall stagnationpoint heat transfer beneath an impinging turbulent liquid jet.
Because the shear stress is zero at the stagnation point (Nakoryakov et al., 1978), standard rough wall theory cannot be
applied directly: Typical roughness scaling depends on the
friction velocity, u * = \fi\Jp, which vanishes at the stagnation
point. Since the stagnation zone flow field is characterized by
the strain rate or the radial velocity gradient, B = 2dU/dr
(White, 1974; Liu et al., 1992; Stevens et al., 1992), B becomes
the dominant scaling parameter in place of the shear stress;
near the wall, B produces a viscous length scale proportional
to Reynolds number. Other deviations from rough wall turbulent boundary layer theory may result from the very highly
accelerated flow near the stagnation point, which would tend
to damp boundary layer turbulence originated by either roughness or free-stream turbulence (Moffat and Kays, 1984). Furthermore, the structure of this rough wall boundary layer is
not clear. Roughness elements could pierce a sublayer and
lower the thermal resistance, thus increasing the heat transfer.
However, there is no guarantee of an intrinsically turbulent
outer layer in this highly accelerated boundary layer; the role
of free-stream turbulence may simply be to disturb the thin
thermal boundary layer. If roughness destroys this layer, the
fully rough flow condition may be solely dependent on the
wall thermal conductivity and roughness size, shape, and spacing, as opposed to being limited by a substantial outer layer
mixing process. In the absence of detailed flow measurements,
these issues must remain ambiguous.
The present investigation is motivated by the fact that many
surfaces that require impingement cooling are rough, while the
existing impingement heat transfer correlations apply to smooth
surfaces. Experiments were performed to characterize wall
roughness effects on heat transfer beneath an unsubmerged
turbulent liquid jet impinging normally against a flat, constant
heat flux surface. Stagnation-point Nusselt numbers were
measured for various Reynolds numbers, jet diameters, and
wall roughnesses. As a baseline for comparison, smooth wall
data were taken under the same conditions and the effect of
nozzle-to-target separation on Nusselt number was briefly investigated. The results of this paper provide Nusselt number
as a function of Reynolds number and a dimensionless wall
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Experimental arrangement

roughness. Suggestions are made for scaling to other Prandtl
numbers.
Experimental Apparatus and Procedures
Experiments were performed to determine the local Nusselt
number at the stagnation point of a turbulent liquid jet impinging on a rough wall. The experimental apparatus is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1 and consists of a flow loop and
an electrically heated target plate. A fully developed, turbulent
water jet impinges vertically downward and strikes a uniformly
heated, flat, rough surface on which temperature measurements are made. The edges of the sheet are well beyond the
stagnation region and do not affect the flow there. With the
exception of a few experiments on the effect of nozzle-to-target
spacing, the spacing was held constant at l/d= 10.8. Cold water
at 12-16°C was used in order to raise the heat transfer and
lower the experimental uncertainty in the Nusselt number, as
well as to create a narrow Prandtl number range of 8.2-9.1.
The nozzles used to produce the liquid jets were made from
tubes of inner diameters 4.4, 6.0, and 9.0 mm. The outlets of
the tubes were carefully deburred to create smooth inner walls
so that the highly disturbed surfaces of the jets can be attributed
exclusively to turbulence. The tubes were 70-110 diameters
long in order to ensure fully developed turbulent flow at the
outlet. Contraction of these turbulent jets is less than 1.5 percent, so the mean jet diameters can be approximated by the
nozzle diameters. The tube diameters were measured with precision calipers and have estimated uncertainties of ±0.2, ±0.7,
and ±0.5 percent for the 4.4, 6.0, and 9.0 mm nozzles, re-

spectively. (All uncertainties are at a 95 percent confidence
level following the ASME Standard, PTC 19.1-1985.)
The liquid flow rate was varied from 0.098 to 0.637 1/s as
determined from either of two rotameters connected in parallel
in the flow loop. Primary calibration of the rotameters was
performed by measuring the time required for a given volume
of water to pass through the flow loop into a container. Performance of the rotameters was checked by calculating the
jet's velocity, «/, from the pressure reading of a Bourdon-type
pressure gage at the top of the plenum. The flow rates were
used to calculate the Reynolds number, which varied from
20,000 to 84,000. Uncertainty reached a maximum of ±3.2
percent for the volumetric flow rate and ±5 percent for the
Reynolds number.
The jet impinges normally onto an electric heater, which
consists of a 0.1016-mm-thick 1010 steel shim instrumented
for temperature measurement and connected to a low voltage,
high current generator (Fig. 2(a)). A slightly pressurized, hollow plexiglass box beneath the heater prevents water from
flowing onto the underside of the shim and minimizes backlosses (which are negligible). The current supplied to the heater
and the voltage drop across its length (between the bus bars)
were measured. Knowledge of the electrical power dissipated
by the heater, together with the heater area between the bus
bars, was used to calculate the heat flux, which reached a
maximum of 130 kW/m2. As a check on the power measurements, the resistance of the sheets was also monitored while
varying the current, giving an average resistance of 2.25 mfl
for all the sheets, with individual measurements differing from
this value by less than ±0.5 percent. The change in effective
shim thickness due to roughening the surfaces had a negligible
net effect on the heat flux: While the shim thickness is slightly
reduced in the area of the roughness, the current density increases by a proportional amount, offsetting the decrease in
total thickness. Uncertainty in the heat flux was an average of
±4.2 percent.
The wall temperature was measured by three 0.076 mm ironconstantan (type J) thermocouples, all located on the back of
the heater at the stagnation point, (Fig. 2(b)). The thermocouples were attached to the back of the steel shim and electrically isolated from it by 0.06-mm-thick Kapton tape. This
attachment maintains good thermal contact of the thermocouple wires with the plate owing to the low resistance of the
tape relative to natural convection resistance on the underside
of the plate. Fin effects associated with the three thermocouples
were estimated and are negligible.
During the experiments, ten voltage readings were taken for
each thermocouple and averaged to reduce random error. The
average of the voltages from the three thermocouples was used
to calculate the wall temperature. The thermocouples were also
calibrated with the heater power off before and after each run
to reduce systematic errors. The incoming jet temperature ob-

Nomenclature
B = radial velocity gradient =
2(dU/dr)
B* = dimensionless radial velocity
gradient = 2(dj/u/)(dU/dr)
cP = heat capacity of liquid
d = nozzle inner diameter
dj = jet diameter «c?
h = heat transfer coefficient
k = rms roughness element height
k* = nondimensional roughness
height = k/dj
kf = thermal conductivity of the
impinging liquid
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T
/ = distance between nozzle outlet
and target plate
Nurf = Nusselt number based on jet
diameter = .qwdj/kf(Tw-Tf)
Pr = Prandtl number = \x,cp/kf
Q = volumetric flow rate of jet
Qw = wall heat flux
Red = Reynolds number of jet =
Ufdj/v

r = radial distance from stagnation point
Tf = incoming jet temperature
7mm = film temperature = {Tf+Tw)/2

1

w

t
U

u*
uf
«/
M
V

p
T»

wall temperature on liquid side
heater sheet thickness
radial velocity just outside
boundary layer
friction velocity = \JT„/P

bulk velocity of impinging jet
=

AQ/itd)

thermal boundary layer thickness
dynamic viscosity of liquid
kinematic viscosity of liquid
= n/p
liquid density
shear stress at wall
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Complete details of the flow loop, electric heater, calibration
procedures, and uncertainty analysis are given by Gabour
(1993).
Copper Bus Bars
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Fig. 2(a) Schematic diagram of heater arrangement
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Fig. 2(b) Heated sheet as viewed from underside; (c) heated sheet as
viewed from above

tained from the thermocouples under isothermal conditions
was in agreement with that obtained from a platinum resistance
thermometer located in the plenum to within the reading errors
of the instruments, verifying that the bulk temperature change
of the jet as it travels from the plenum to the target is negligible.
A prior calibration of the thermocouples and the platinum
resistance thermometer was performed by comparison to a
mercury-in-glass thermometer. After calibration, the three devices agreed to within the reading errors of each instrument.
The final uncertainty in the measured temperature was
±0.05°C.
The Nusselt number is based on the difference between the
wall temperature, T„, and the incoming jet temperature, Tf.
Nurf = (1)
kf{Tw-Tf)
where qw is the wall heat flux and dj is the jet diameter. Since
the thermocouples were located on the back of the heater sheet,
corrections amounting to no more than 10 percent were made
to account for the vertical conductive temperature drop through
the sheet (for details see Liu et al., 1991). The corrections were
based on the smooth wall sheet thickness, and the reduction
in thickness due to the roughness had a negligible effect on
this result. Uncertainty in the mean Nusselt number ranged
from ±7.5 to ± 10 percent. Radial conduction in the sheet is
negligible.
All liquid properties are evaluated at the film temperature,
Tn\m-(Tj+ T„)/2, and were obtained from Touloukian (1970).
Journal of Heat Transfer

Surface Characterization
The rough surfaces were produced by scoring a 3.4 cm2
central portion of the steel shims in four directions in an attempt to simulate natural (homogeneous, isotropic) roughness
(the pattern of.scoring is as shown in Fig. 2(c)). This process
results in ridges adjacent to the troughs. The ease of fabricating
these surfaces contributed to the choice of this type of roughness. The distance between parallel roughness troughs ranged
from 0.2 to 1.0 mm.
The nine rough surfaces were characterized by a root-meansquare average roughness as obtained from profiles of the
surfaces. A DEKTAK 3030ST with a 2.5 fim radius stylus was
used to make the measurements. The DEKTAK is a surface
texture measuring system that makes measurements electromechanically by moving the sample in a straight line beneath
a diamond-tipped stylus. The DEKTAK was carefully calibrated by scanning a standard 1 /xm step and making the
necessary adjustments to obtain the correct reading. A scan
length of 10 mm and a stylus force of 0.3 N were used. Ten
profiles were generated for each surface at intervals of 0.5 mm
across the length of the sheet. An rms roughness height was
calculated by the DEKTAK along the length of each profile,
and the ten squared rms values were averaged. Due to the finite
radius of the stylus, the path traced as it scans the surface is
in principle smoother than the actual roughness of the surface,
However, since the blade used to score the surfaces was triangular with a maximum width of 160 /an, we believe that the
stylus was able to resolve the roughness contours accurately.
Care was taken during the experiments to ensure that the jets
were centered over the area that was used for the surface
profiles. The roughness measurements were repeated after the
experiments were completed to ensure that the steel shims had
not rusted sufficiently to cause changes in any sheet's roughness. The rms roughness heights for the nine rough surfaces
ranged from 4.7 to 28.2 nm while the smooth surface had an
rms roughness of 0.3 /xm. Some typical surface contours are
given by Gabour (1993).

Experimental Results
The effect of nozzle-to-target spacing on the smooth wall
stagnation-point Nusselt number was examined for the 4.4 mm
nozzle over an lid range of 0.9-19.8. The Nusselt number
remained essentially constant over this range, with any slight
deviations falling within the uncertainty of the experimental
data; thus, a single nozzle-to-target spacing of l/d= 10.8 was
employed for the remainder of the experiments.
The smooth wall Nusselt number data for the three nozzles
are plotted in Fig. 3(a) and are represented by
Nud = 0.278Re2'633Pr''
(2)
to an accuracy of about ± 3 percent. Although the experimental
Prandtl number was held nearly constant at 8.2-9.1, the standard high Prandtl number exponent of 1/3 is adopted in this
correlation. The smooth wall correlations of Lienhard et al.
(1992) and Pan et al. (1992) evaluated at a Prandtl number of
8.3 are included in Fig. 3(c) for comparison. Since the Reynolds
number exponent is typically 0.5, Fig. 3(b) shows a comparison
of the 0.5 and 0.633 Reynolds number exponent slopes on a
log-log plot. Although an exponent of 0.5 may work for Reynolds numbers less than 35,000, 0.633 fits the data over the
generally higher Reynolds number range investigated. This may
account for some of the disagreement with the previous correlations, which assumed an exponent of 0.5. In addition, the
Lienhard et al. (1992) result had an rms scatter of about ± 10
FEBRUARY 1994, Vol. 116/83
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Table 1 Root-mean-square roughness heights for the ten heater surfaces. Uncertainties in the rms roughness heights range from ±4.5 to
± 9 percent.
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Smooth wall results

than examined for these surfaces, a transitionally rough regime
may be reached, in which the roughness elements do disrupt
the sublayer, thereby causing the data to rise from this line.
The effect of decreasing Reynolds number is to thicken the
thermal boundary layer and thus to reduce the influence of
roughness. With the exception of the roughest surfaces—S7
through S10 for the 4.4 mm nozzle and surfaces S9 and S10
for the 6.0 mm nozzle—the Nusselt number data tend to collapse to the smooth wall curve at the lower Reynolds numbers.
Presumably these few exceptions also collapse at a lower Reynolds number, but owing to the limited Reynolds number range
employed in this study, this presumption cannot be verified.
Differences between the smooth and rough wall data become
more pronounced as jet diameter decreases, with results for
the 4.4 mm nozzle in Fig. 4(a) showing the largest roughness
effects. For example, at a Reynolds number of 40,000 there
is a 32 percent increase in the Nusselt number for surface S10
over surface SI for the 4.4 mm nozzle, while at the same
Reynolds number the increase is 27 and 14 percent for the 6.0
and 9.0 mm nozzles, respectively. At a Reynolds number of
66,000, the increases rise to 47, 34, and 23 percent, respectively.
This behavior can be explained by examining the effective
thermal boundary layer thickness as determined from the
smooth wall Nusselt number expression (Eq. (2)) with Nu d = af,-/
5,:
3.60rf,
«,= R e 0 . 6 3 3 p r l / 3

percent, and the more precise results here do lie within the 95
percent confidence limits (2a level) of the previous result.
The rms average roughness values for the ten surfaces are
given in Table 1. The Nusselt numbers for each surface are
shown in Figs. 4(a-c) as a function of jet Reynolds number
for the 4.4, 6.0, and 9.0-mm jets, respectively. As expected,
the Nusselt number increases with increasing wall roughness
for each diameter, with the roughest surface (S10) producing
the highest Nusselt number in all cases. The effect of roughness
is clearly dependent on Reynolds number and jet diameter. ,
In general, the Nusselt number data for each surface tend
to lie on distinct lines, with slope increasing as roughness increases. An exception occurs for surfaces SI, S2, and S3 in
Fig. 4(c). The data from those surfaces lie on essentially the
same line, implying that the roughnesses of S2 and S3 are
ineffective for increasing heat transfer for the 9.0 mm nozzle.
Apparently the roughness elements do not protrude substantially through the thermal sublayer, allowing the surfaces to
behave as if they were smooth. At Reynolds numbers higher
84 / Vol. 116, FEBRUARY 1994

(3)

As jet diameter decreases, boundary layer thickness decreases. Similarly, as Reynolds number increases, boundary
layer thickness decreases. Roughness of a given height, k> is
likely to have a greater impact on heat transfer under conditions
for which 5, is smaller, since its protrusion into (or through)
the thermal boundary layer is greater.
The direct use of 5, as a scaling parameter is problematical.
When k«5,,
5, retains a reasonably clear physical meaning
(a thermal boundary layer thickness) and we might expect, for
example, that a threshold value of k/b, would characterize the
onset of roughness effects. When k is near or greater than 5,,
5, lacks a direct physical significance. In this study, k/h, ranges
from 0.19 to 4.11. In order to find a more appropriate scaling
of the wall roughness, we may apply dimensional analysis.
For the fixed wall material and roughness geometry employed in this study, the dimensional functional equation for
the heat transfer coefficient of the rough wall thermal boundary layer is h=f(kf, dj, p, cp, n, Uj, k). Dimensional analysis
reveals that the corresponding Nusselt number is a function
Transactions of the ASME
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Ar*<5.95Re/'713.
(4)
Above this value the flow may be considered rough walled.
Since the Prandtl number was held constant for the experiments, its role in the transition criterion is not clear from the
data. However, under the rather broad assumption that Eq.
(4) is in the form of a k/8, threshold with S,ocPr~1/3, a calculation suggests that the heat transfer may remain in the
smooth-wall region for:
£*<12.1Re, -0.173!Pr(5)
As a result of the limited range of the data, an assessment
of the possible appearance of "fully rough" behavior at high
k* or higher Red was not possible.

*B

%

^

of Reynolds number, Prandtl number, and a roughness parameter, k/dj, which we shall call k* hereinafter. While the
ratio of k to some sublayer-type length scale (<5SUb, say) would
be a more standard descriptor of roughness effects than k/dj,
both ratios will express the same physics if <5SUb=/(Pr, Red,
dj). The better engineering parameter is k/dj, which is clearly
defined and accurately measurable. Since the Prandtl number
was held essentially constant in this study, we can focus on
the two remaining independent parameters, Red and k*.
The Nusselt number is plotted as a function of Reynolds
number in Figs. 5(a) and 5(6) for a few values of k*. Each
value of k* represents and collapses data for different surfaces
under different sized nozzles. At a given Reynolds number,
the Nusselt number is the same for a given value of k *, lending
confidence that no other parameters are involved in the Nusselt
number dependence. This also verifies that the ten surfaces
are geometrically similar and only differ from one another by
the rms height of roughness. Figure 5(c) compares the magnitude of the Nusselt number for the full range of k* investigated, showing fitted curves with the individual data points
left out for clarity. The Nusselt number increases with increasing values of A:* and approaches smooth wall behavior as
Reynolds number decreases. An exception is curve 6, which
crosses some other curves. We note that curve 6 is based on
only one diameter and one surface, as opposed to an average
of 2 to 4 diameter/surface combinations for the other fitted
curves.
Figure 5(c) was compared to Fig. 3(a) to determine a criterion
for transition from smooth wall to roughness influenced heat
transfer. Departure from smooth wall behavior was taken to
occur at the Reynolds number for which the rough wall Nusselt
number became 10 percent larger than the corresponding
smooth wall Nusselt number. Some of the larger k* curves
were extrapolated to lower Reynolds numbers to estimate this
value, since those curves appeared to be in the roughness affected regime for the entire Reynolds number range investigated. Figure 6 shows this transition Reynolds number as a
function of k*. On the basis of this figure, we estimate that
the heat transfer will remain in the smooth regime for

Conclusions
Stagnation-point heat transfer to an unsubmerged turbulent
jet impinging on a rough surface was investigated. The effects
of nozzle-to-target spacing, Reynolds number, and wall roughness were examined. Results from nine well-defined rough
surfaces were compared to smooth wall data taken under the
same conditions.
• The effect of nozzle-to-target separation on the stagnation-point Nusselt number for a smooth wall was found to be
negligible over an l/d range of 0.9-19.8, with any variations
falling within the experimental uncertainty of the data. The
smooth wall Nusselt number is well represented by
Nurf = 0.278ReJJ'633Pr1/3 to an accuracy of ±3 percent.
• Heat transfer at the stagnation point can be significantly
increased by the presence of roughness elements, which can
FEBRUARY 1994, Vol. 116/85
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Fig. 5(b) Stagnation-point Nusselt number as a function of Red and k*
(other values)

disrupt the thin thermal boundary layer. Heat transfer enhancement increases with increasing Reynolds number and
decreasing jet diameter due to the corresponding thinning of
the thermal boundary layer. Specifically, the Nusselt number
was found to depend on k/dj and Red. Increases in the Nusselt
number over that of a smooth wall were as large as 50 percent.
• Departure from smooth wall behavior was defined by the
Reynolds number at which the rough wall Nusselt number
became 10 percent larger than the corresponding smooth wall
86 / Vol. 116, FEBRUARY 1994

Nusselt number. From this, the flow was found to remain in
the smooth regime for k* < 5.95Red~0,713; beyond this value the
flow may be considered rough walled. More data are needed
for Reynolds numbers less than 20,000 and greater than 80,000,
as well as for k less than 5 ^m and greater than 30 (im, to
examine fully the transition to smooth behavior and the expected existence of a fully rough regime.
• Since the Prandtl was held essentially constant, its exact
influence is not known. However, for high Prandtl number
liquids, we believe that the wall will behave as if it were smooth
for k* < 12.1Red °-713pr1/3. Further investigations of Prandtl
number effects, and also of wall thermal conductivity effects,
are obviously needed.
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